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DESCRIPTION
Kaldewei Classic Duo Double Ended Whirlpool
Options
Kaldewei Puro Double Ended Bath
The Classic Duo from Kaldewei is a stunning doubled ended
steel bath made from 3.5mm steel. If you are looking for a super
strong Whirlpool Bath with identical corners with a timeless
balanced design then this Kaldewei Classic Duo certainly fits the
bill.
Available in 4 sizes. Prices included full feet kit.
Each Classic Duo bath can be fitted with either a 6, 8 or 11 Jet
Whirlpool system with Chrome Jets and Controls, select your
system from the options box below. Other systems can be fitted.
Each Puro bath is supplied with a free chrome on brass pop up
waste system (supplied in a box)
If you require a different whirlpool system please contact us for a
quotation.
Please note we cannot fit an air spa system to steel baths.
Lighting Options
Our Balboa Chromotherapy Light or Fade Chromotherapy Light
can be fitted to this bath, just add them to the basket when you
check out.
Mood lighting is not suitable for this bath.
Warranty
20 Year Shell Warranty
10 Year Pipe Work Warranty
2 Year Electrical Warranty
About Kaldewei Whirlpool Baths
What started out with industrial products made of enamel
developed into a unique quality standard for baths and shower
trays. In Ahlen in Westphalia, Germany, Kaldewei manufactures
products that are exported all over the world.
Every bath, shower tray and whirlpool bath by Kaldewei is made
from a unique material: Kaldewei steel enamel 3.5 mm or 2.5 mm.
This material thickness provides stability, solidity and durability.
This makes Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG the market leader
for baths and shower trays in Germany and Europe.
In addition to discerning design of the highest quality, its
consistent environmental focus is another cornerstone in
Kaldeweis production.
It uses only natural materials

